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Abstract
We consider satisfiable Tseitin formulas TSG,c based on d-regular expanders G with the absolute
value of the second largest eigenvalue less than d3 . We prove that any nondeterministic read-once
branching program (1-NBP) representing TSG,c has size 2Ω(n), where n is the number of vertices
in G. It extends the recent result by Itsykson at el. [9] from OBDD to 1-NBP.
On the other hand it is easy to see that TSG,c can be represented as a read-2 branching
program (2-BP) of size O(n), as the negation of a nondeterministic read-once branching program
(1-coNBP) of size O(n) and as a CNF formula of size O(n). Thus TSG,c gives the best possible
separations (up to a constant in the exponent) between 1-NBP and 2-BP, 1-NBP and 1-coNBP
and between 1-NBP and CNF.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Satisfiable and unsatisfiable Tseitin formulas
A Tseitin formula TSG,c is defined for every undirected graph G(V,E) and labelling function
c : V → {0, 1}. We introduce a propositional variable for every edge of G. The Tseitin
formula TSG,c represents a linear system over the field GF(2) that for every vertex v ∈ V
states that the sum of all edges adjacent to v equals c(v).
A Tseitin formula is satisfiable if and only if the sum of values of the labeling function
for all vertices in every connected component is even [17]. The study of Tseitin formulas is
motivated by Proof Complexity. Proof Complexity basically deal with unsatisfiable Tseitin
formulas that roughly speaking encode that it is impossible that a graph has an odd number
of vertices with odd degree. It is important for Proof Complexity that propositional formulas
have small CNF representations; thus it is usually assumed that G has constant degree;
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for such graphs Tseitin formulas have CNF representations of size O(n) and it contains
O(n) variables where n is the number of vertices in G. Tseitin formulas were invented by
Tseitin in 1968 for the graph of n× n cellular square and were used for the proving of the
first superpolynomial lower bound for regular resolution. In 1987 Urquhart extended this
result and proved exponential lower bound on the complexity of resolution refutations of
Tseitin formulas based on expanders. Unsatisfiable Tseitin formulas are one of the basic
examples of hard formulas for many proof systems; in particular, Tseitin formulas are hard
for bounded depth Frege [3], [15], Polynomial Calculus over the field F with char(F) 6= 2,
tree-like Lovasz-Schrijver proof system [8], etc.
Satisfiable Tseitin formulas have been studied less intensively. In the recent paper by
Itsykson at el. [9] satisfiable Tseitin formulas appeared in the proof of an exponential lower
bound on the size of the derivation of unsatisfiable Tseitin formulas in the proof system
OBDD(join, reordering). An OBDD is a partial case of a read-once deterministic branching
program, where in every path from the source to a sink all variables appear in the same order.
The key step in the proof of the mentioned lower bound is the proof of an exponential lower
bound on the OBDD representation of satisfiable Tseitin formulas based on constant degree
expanders. The latter lower bound motivated us for the current research. There are known
examples of Boolean functions that are easy for read-once branching program but hard for
OBDD (see for example Theorem 6.1.2 in [18]). Is it possible to extend the mentioned lower
bound from OBDD to read-once branching program?
It is well known that the size of the shortest regular resolution proof of any unsatisfiable
CNF formula φ equals the size of the minimal read-once branching program for the following
search problem Searchφ: given an assignment of variables of φ, find a clause that is refuted
by this assignment [12]. Thus lower bounds for the size of resolution proofs of φ implies
lower bounds on the size of read-once branching program for Searchφ. However it is unclear
whether the sizes of read-once branching programs for Searchφ for unsatisfiable Tseitin
formula φ and for the evaluation of a satisfiable Tseitin formula are connected. The difference
is the following:
1. the first case is about unsatisfiable Tseitin formulas while the second case is about
satisfiable Tseitin formulas;
2. to find a clause that is refuted may be harder than just to say that the value of a function
is 0.
1.2 Results
In this paper we prove that every nondeterministic read-once branching program (1-NBP)
representing a satisfiable Tseitin formula TSG,c based on d-regular expander with the absolute
value of the second largest eigenvalue less than d3 has size 2
Ω(n), where n is the number of
vertices in G and d is a constant. As a corollary we get a lower bound 2Ω(n) on the size
of nondeterministic read-once branching programs for Tseitin formulas based on complete
graph Kn. All mentioned lower bounds are tight up to a constant in the exponent since every
satisfiable Tseitin formula based on graph with n vertices and m edges may be represented
as OBDD of size O(m2n) (see Proposition 3 below).
1.3 Comparison with other works
If we consider a Tseitin formula as a system of linear equations then every variable will
have exactly two occurrences. Therefore by straightforward transformation every satis-
fiable Tseitin formula TSG,c may be represented as read-2 deterministic branching program
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(2-BP) of size O(m), where m is the number of edges in G. Thus satisfiable Tseitin formu-
las based on constant-degree expanders strongly exponentially separate 1-NBP and 2-BP.
And this separation is optimal up to a constant in the exponent. Consider a function
CLIQUE_ONLYn : {0, 1}n(n−1)/2 → {0, 1} that detect whether a undirected graph on n
vertices is exactly a clique on bn/2c vertices. Borodin, Razborov and Smolensky [4] proved
that any nondeterministic read-once branching program representing CLIQUE_ONLYn
has size 2Ω(n) (note that CLIQUE_ONLYn depends on Θ(n2) variables) while there is a
deterministic read-twice branching program of size poly(n). Thathachar [16] gave, for every
natural k, an explicit function that can be evaluated by deterministic read-(k + 1) branching
program of linear size but every nondeterministic read-k branching program for this function
has size at least 2Ω(n
1/(k+1)). As far as we know, the best previously known gap between
sizes of 1-NBP and 2-BP was 2Ω(
√
n) and we improved it to 2Ω(n).
First explicit Boolean function with strongly exponential lower bound on the size of
1-NBP was constructed in [4], however this function was rather artificial. Duros at el. [7]
proved strongly exponential lower bounds on the size of 1-NBP for the function ⊕cl3,n that
computes the parity of the number of triangles in the graph (and this extends the result
of Babai at el.[2] from 1-BP to 1-NBP) and for the function ∆3,n that is true iff the input
graph does not contain triangles. So satisfiable Tseitin formulas based on constant-degree
expanders is one more natural example of functions that require strongly exponential 1-NBP.
A satisfiable Tseitin formula based on a d-regular graph on n vertices is a characteristic
function of an affine subspace of {0, 1}dn/2. Characteristic functions of affine (linear) subspaces
were already studied in the context of complexity of deterministic and nondeterministic
reak-k branching programs, namely characteristic functions of linear error-correcting codes
were studied by Okolnishnikova [14] and Jukna [10]. Jukna [10] proved lower bound 2Ω(
√
n)
on the size of nondeterministic read-k branching program for characteristic functions of
error-correcting codes C ⊆ {0, 1}n. Duris at el. [7] presented a probabilistic construction
of a linear code such that its characteristic function require 1-NBP of the size at least
2Ω(n). Jukna [10] noted that the negation of a characteristic function of an affine subspace
may be represented by linear size (in the size of linear system that defines this subspace)
nondeterministic read-once branching program. Indeed we just need to guess an equation
that is not satisfied and then check this equation. Duris at el. [7] also showed that the
characteristic function of a linear subspace of {0, 1}n (and hence it is also true for affine
subspaces) may be represented by a randomized read-once branching program with one-sided
error 2−r of size O(nr) for all natural r. As far as we know, satisfiable Tseitin formulas based
on explicit constant-degree expanders are the only example of explicit functions (randomized
construction was presented in [7]) that strongly exponentially separate nondeterministic
and co-nondeterministic read-once branching program. And also our separation between
nondeterministic and randomized read-once branching program seems to be the best known
for the explicit functions.
We finally note that Tseitin formulas based on constant degree graphs may be represented




A deterministic branching program (BP) is a form of representation of Boolean functions. A
Boolean function {0, 1}n → {0, 1} is represented by a directed acyclic graph with exactly
one source and two sinks. All nodes except sinks are labeled with a variable; every internal
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node has exactly two outgoing edges: one is labeled with 1 and the other is labeled with 0.
One of the sinks is labeled with 1 and the other is labeled with 0. The value of the function
for a given values of variables is evaluated as follows: we start a path from the source such
that for every node on its path we go along the edge that is labeled with the value of the
corresponding variable. This path will end in a sink. The label of this sink is the value of
the function.
A nondeterministic branching program (NBP) differs from a deterministic in the way
that we also allow guessing nodes that are unlabeled and have two outgoing unlabeled
edges. So nondeterministic branching program may have three type of nodes: guessing nodes,
nodes labeled with a variable (we call them just labeled nodes) and two sinks; the source
may be either a guessing node or labeled node. The result of a function represented by
a nondeterministic branching program equals 1, if there exists at least one path from the
source to the sink labeled with 1 such that for every node labeled with a variable on its path
we go along an edge that is labeled with the value of the corresponding variable, while for
guessing nodes we are allowed to choose any of two outgoing edges.
Note that deterministic branching programs constitute a special case of nondeterministic
branching programs.
A deterministic or nondeterministic branching program is (syntactic) read-k (k-BP or
k-NBP) if every path from the source to a sink contains at most k occurrences of every
variable.
An ordered binary decision diagram (OBDD) is a partial case of 1-BP, where on every
path from the source to a sink all variables appear in the same order.
2.2 Tseitin formulas
Let G(V,E) be an undirected graph without loops but possibly with multiple edges, c : V →
{0, 1} be a labeling function that matches every vertex with a boolean value. Let us match
every edge e ∈ E with a propositional variable xe. Tseitin formula TSG,c based on a graph
G and a labeling function c is the conjunction of the following conditions: for every vertex v





e is incident to v
xe = c(v) mod 2
)
.
If the maximal degree of a graph G is bounded by a constant d, then a sum modulo
2 can be written as a d-CNF formula with size at most O(2dd). Hence the size of CNF
representation of TSG,c does not exceed O(2ddn).
We will use the following criterion of the satisfiability of Tseitin formulas:
I Proposition 1 ([17]). A Tseitin formula TSG,c is satisfiable if and only if for every connected
component U the following holds:
∑
v∈U
c(v) = 0 mod 2.
I Remark. Note that a substitution of a value to a variable xe := α transforms Tseitin
formula TSG,c to a Tseitin formula TSG′,c′ , where graph G′ is obtained from the graph G by
deleting the edge e, c′ equals c in every vertex except two vertices that are incident to edge
e. On these two vertices the values of c and c′ differ by α. In particular it follows that if
TSG,c is satisfiable and an edge e is not a bridge in the graph G, then the formula TSG′,c′ is
also satisfiable by Proposition 1 since the parity of sum of labels in G′ in every connected
component is the same as in G.
I Lemma 2. Let G(V,E) be a graph with k connected components. If the Tseitin formula
TSG,c is satisfiable, then the number of its satisfying assignments equals 2|E|−|V |+k.
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Proof. Let us fix some spanning forest F of the graph G; F contains exactly |V | − k edges.
Consider some partial substitution ρ to the edges of G that are not in F . By the Remark we
know that after the application of the partial substitution ρ to TSG,c we will get a satisfiable
Tseitin formula based on the graph F . Since F is a forest the resulting Tseitin formula has
exactly one satisfying assignment. Indeed a forest always has a vertex with degree 1 which
helps us unambiguously determine the value of the incident edge. After that we can delete
this edge from the forest and we will get a forest again; and so on. Hence the number of
satisfying assignment of TSG,c equals the number of different partial substitutions to the
edges that are not in F ; so the number of satisfying assignment equals 2|E|−|V |+k. J
I Proposition 3. Any satisfiable Tseitin formula based on a graph with n vertices and m
edges can be represented as OBDD of size O(m2n).
Proof. Let us fix some order on the edges of the graph. The described OBDD will have m
levels. Nodes on the i-th level are labeled with i-th edge of the graph.
Assume that we already ask for the value of the first i− 1 edges. For every vertex of the
graph we compute the sum modulo 2 of values of edges from these i− 1 that are incident
to the vertex. So we will have a vector of n parities. The i-th level of the OBDD contains
2n nodes corresponding to the all possible values of vector of parities that we get after the
reading of the first (i − 1) edges. Every node on the i-th level has two outgoing edges to
nodes on the (i+ 1)-th level corresponding to the way how values on the edges change the
parity of vertices. The node on the first level corresponding to all zero values of parities is the
source of the OBDD (all nodes that are not reachable from the source should be removed).
Outgoing edges for every node on the last level will go to a sink corresponding to the fact,
whether the labeling function of the Tseitin formula is consistent with the resulting values of
parities. J
I Proposition 4. 1) Every two satisfying assignments of a satisfiable Tseitin formula TSG,c
differ in at least two positions. 2) Every path from the source to the sink labeled with 1 in
1-NBP representing a satisfiable Tseitin formula TSG,c contains variables for all edges of G.
Proof. 1) If we change a value of any edge in a satisfying assignment of TSG,c, the parity
condition will be violated on two ends of this edge. 2) Assume that some acceptance path
does not contains a variable x. Then there are two satisfying assignments of TSG,c that differ
only in the value of the variable x; this contradicts item 1. J
2.3 Expanders
Let G(V,E) be an undirected graph without loops but possibly with multiple edges. G is an
algebraic (n, d, α)-expander if G is d-regular, |V | = n and the absolute value of the second
largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of G is not greater than αd.
It is well known that for all 1 > α > 0 and all large enough constants d there exist
natural number n0 and a family {Gn}∞n=n0 of (n, d, α)-algebraic expanders. There are explicit
constructions such that Gn can be constructed in poly(n) time [13]. Also, it is known that a
random d-regular graph is an expander with high probability.
Let us denote by E(A,B) a multiset of edges that have one end in A and another end in
B. Note that in the case where both ends of an edge are simultaneously in A and in B, we
count this edge twice.
I Lemma 5 (Cheeger inequality [5]). Let G(V,E) be an (n, d, α)-expander. Then for all
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I Corollary 6. Every (n, d, α)-expander with 0 < α < 1 is connected.
Proof. If G is not connected, then we will get a contradiction with Lemma 5 if we choose A
to be a smallest connected component. J
I Lemma 7 (Expander mixing lemma [1]). Let G(V,E) be (n, d, α)-expander, A,B ⊆ V .
Then
∣∣∣|E(A,B)| − d|A||B|n ∣∣∣ ≤ αd√|A||B|.
Using Lemma 7 we can improve the estimation of the number of edges that go from A to
the complement of A for small sets A.
I Proposition 8. For every (n, d, α)-expander for every A ⊆ V the following inequality holds:
|E(A, V \A)| ≥ d|A|(1− |A|n − α).
Proof. |E(A, V \ A)| = |E(A, V )| − |E(A,A)| = d · |A| − |E(A,A)| ≥ d · |A|(1 − |A|n − α).
The last inequality follows from Lemma 7. J
3 Lower bound
Our main goal is to prove the following theorem:
I Theorem 9. Let G(V,E) be an algebraic (n, d, α)-expander, where α < 13 . Let TSG,c be a
satisfiable Tseitin formula. Then the size of every 1-NBP that represents TSG,c is 2Ω(n).
Let us describe the plan of the proof. Consider a minimal 1-NBP that evaluates TSG,c.
For every node of this branching program, except the sink labeled with 0 there exists a path
to the sink labeled with 1. In the opposite case this node could be merged with a sink labeled
with 0 and it would decrease the size of the 1-NBP.
For nondeterministic branching program, by the length of a path we will mean the number
of labeled edges in it (i.e. we do not count outgoing edges from guessing nodes). For every
labeled node v in a branching program we define its level as the minimal length of paths
from the source to v. We choose a level l = Ω(n) and prove that the minimal 1-NBP contains
many label nodes on the level l. The proof consists of two parts:
1. We show that every minimal 1-NBP that evaluates TSG,c contains at least 2C1n paths of
length l from the source to a labeled node that correspond to different partial substitutions,
where C1 is a constant.
2. We show that in every minimal 1-NBP that evaluates TSG,c for every labeled node v
on the level l there are at most 2C2n different partial substitutions that correspond to
different paths from the source to the vertex v, where C2 < C1 is a constant.
These two propositions imply that the number of label nodes on the level l is at least
2(C1−C2)n.
3.1 Lower bound on the number of paths
In this section we perform the first part of the plan and estimate the number of paths of
length l from the source of the minimal 1-NBP that end in a labeled node and correspond to
different partial substitutions.
I Lemma 10. Let G(V,E) be a connected graph. Let k be the maximum number of connected
components that can be obtained after deleting of l edges from G. Then every minimal 1-NBP
evaluating a satisfiable Tseitin formula TSG,c contains at least 2l−(k−1) paths of length l from
the source that end in a labeled node and correspond to different partial substitutions.
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Proof. By Lemma 2 the number of satisfying assignments of the formula TSG,c equals
2|E|−|V |+1.
For every satisfying assignment of TSG,c there exists a path in the minimal 1-NBP from
the source to the sink labeled with 1 of length |E| that is consistent with the assignment. By
Proposition 4 it is impossible that there are paths from the source to the sink labeled with 1
that are shorter than |E|. Let P be the set of paths from the source to the sink labeled with
1 such that for every satisfying assignment of TSG,c there are exactly one path in P that
represents this assignment.
We estimate the number of paths in P that define the same partial substitution ρ that
corresponds to the first l labeled edges of the path.
If we apply ρ to TSG,c we will get a Tseitin formula TSG′,c′ , where G′ is obtained from
G by deleting l edges corresponding to the path p (the labeling function also changes after
the application of ρ, see Remark 2.2 for details). All paths from P that are consistent
with ρ satisfy the formula TSG′,c′ . Recall that all paths from P correspond to different
satisfying assignments, hence the number of paths that are consistent with ρ is not greater
than the number of satisfying assignments of the formula TSG′,c′ . By Lemma 2 the number
of satisfying assignments of the formula TSG′,c′ equals 2|E|−l−|V |+m, where m is the number
of connected components in the graph G′. By the statement of the lemma m ≤ k, therefore
the number of satisfying assignments of TSG′,c′ is not greater than 2|E|−l−|V |+k. So we get
that every partial substitution of l variables may be a prefix of length l (we assume that
prefixes end in labeled nodes) of at most 2|E|−l−|V |+k paths from P . Hence there are at least
2|E|−|V |+1
2|E|−l−|V |+k = 2
l−(k−1) different partial substitutions that correspond to prefixes of length l
of paths from P , and these prefixes we will consider as the paths which number we estimate
in the lemma. J
I Lemma 11. Every graph that can be obtained by deleting l ≤ n4 edges from an algebraic
(n, d, α)-expander G contains at most 2ld(1−α) + 1 connected components.
Proof.
I Claim 12. Let graph H(V,E) have n vertices and k connected components, where
1 < k ≤ n4 + 1. Then there exists M ⊆ V such that M consists of the union of all vertices of
several connected components and k − 1 ≤ |M | ≤ n2 .
Proof of Claim 12. We construct M iteratively. Assume that initially M is empty. Let us
sort all connected components in the increasing order of their sizes: s1, s2, . . . , sk. We add
connected components to M starting from the smallest one while the sum of the sizes of
these components is less than k − 1. Let i be the number of connected components that
we added to M . If |M | ≤ n2 then we are already done. Assume that |M | >
n
2 . Note that
|M \ si| < k− 1 by the construction of M . Hence |si| > n2 − (k− 1) ≥ k− 1 since k− 1 ≤
n
4 .
If |si| ≤ n2 then the we can take M = si. So we may assume that |si| > n/2, therefore si is
the biggest connected component and i = k. Since every connected component contains at
least one vertex the number of vertices in M \ si should be at least k − 1 that contradicts
the construction of M . J
Consider some subgraph H that may be obtained from G by deleting of at most l edges.
By Corollary 6 G is connected, hence H contains at most n4 + 1 connected components.
Consider the set M from Claim 12. Let us estimate the number of edges that we need
to delete from G in order to separate M from other vertices of the graph. By Lemma 5
l ≥ |M |·d·(1−α)2 ≥
(k−1)·d·(1−α)
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Altogether Lemma 10 and Lemma 11 imply the following lemma:
I Lemma 13. In every minimal 1-NBP that represents a satisfiable Tseitin formula based






paths of length l from
the source to a labeled node that correspond to different partial substitutions.
3.2 Upper bound on the number of paths that end at the same vertex
In this section we estimate the maximum number of paths with length l that ends in a fixed
labeled node v and correspond to different partial substitutions. In particular we prove the
following lemma:
I Lemma 14. For every minimal 1-NBP that evaluates a satisfiable Tseitin formula TSG,c
based on an (n, d, α)-expander G for every β ∈ (0; 1) for every labeled node v of the 1-NBP





different partial substitutions that correspond to paths of length
l from the source to v, where l ≤ βn− 1.
Proof.
I Claim 15. Consider some labeled node v of the 1-NBP. Let p1 and p2 be two different
paths from the source to the node v. Then
1. the sets of variables that correspond to labeled nodes on the paths p1 and p2 are equal;
2. if we apply to TSG,c a partial substitution corresponding to p1, we get the same Tseitin
formula as if we apply to TSG,c a partial substitution corresponding to p2.
Proof of Claim 15. 1. Since v is a labeled node and the 1-NBP is minimal there is a path s
from v to the sink labeled with 1. Both paths p1s and p2s go from the source to the sink
labeled with 1. Every variable appears in both of these paths at most once. Let x be a
variable that appears in p1 but doesn’t appear in p2 then the substitution corresponding to
the path p2s satisfy TSG,c. By Proposition 4 p2 should contain the variable x.
2. By Remark 2.2 if we apply a partial substitution to a Tseitin formula we also get a
Tseitin formula. The sets of satisfying assignments of two different Tseitin formulas do not
intersect, because every satisfying assignment of variables unambiguously determines the
labeling function of Tseitin formula. Paths p1s and p2s satisfy the initial formula hence the
path s should satisfy both Tseitin formulas, the one corresponding to the path p1 and the
one corresponding to the path p2. Hence these two Tseitin formulas should be equal. J
Let v be some labeled node that has level l. By Claim 15 every path from the source to
the node v contains the same set of variables and if we apply to TSG,c any of the substitutions
corresponding to these paths we get the same Tseitin formula TSH,c′ . Consider some path
from the source to v of length l and denote the set of labels (i.e. variables) of the first l
labeled nodes on this path by I. By Claim 15 I does not depend on the choice of the path.
Let F be a set of edges that correspond to variables from I. Then I = {xe | e ∈ F} and H is
obtained from G by deleting of all edges from F .
We define a system of linear equations depending on variables from I. This system states





e is incident to u
xe = c(u) + c′(u) mod 2
 (1)
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For every path from the source to v a partial substitution corresponding to this path is a
solution of the system (1). The opposite is not always true since that it is not necessary that
a path corresponding to the solution of the system (1) exists in the branching program.
I Claim 16. The number of solutions of the system (1) is equal to 2l−t, where t is the
number of the edges in the spanning forest of a graph H(V, F ) that is obtained from G by
the deletion of all edges that are not in F .
Proof. Notice that the system (1) is precisely the Tseitin formula TSH,c+c′ based on the
graph H and labelling function c+ c′. We know that the system (1) has solutions, hence the
number of its solutions by Lemma 2 equals 2|F |−|V |+k, where k is the number of connected
components in H. The claim is proved since |F | = l and t = |V | − k. J
I Corollary 17. The number of different partial substitutions that correspond to paths going
from the source to v is at most 2l−t.
I Claim 18. Let G be an algebraic (n, d, α)-expander. Assume that we deleted all edges
from the graph except l edges, where l = βn− 1 and 0 < β < 1. Then the number of edges
in the spanning forest of the resulting graph H is at most ld·(α+β) .
Proof. Consider any connected component C ⊆ V in the resulting graph H. Let m be the
number of edges and t be the number of vertices in C. We estimate the maximal number of
edges that connect two vertices from C in the original graph G.
Since G is an algebraic (n, d, α)-expander by Proposition 8 there are at least dt(1− tn −α)







2 edges in G that connect two vertices from C.
Let us note that t ≤ m+ 1 ≤ l + 1 ≤ βn, hence m ≤ dt·(α+β)2 . The latter implies that
t ≥ 2m
d · (α+ β) . (2)
Let ti and mi be the numbers of vertices and edges in the i-th connected component









2 . Note that all edges of H are in the components of size at least two.









d·(α+β) . Hence the resulting size
of the spanning forest is at least ld·(α+β) . J
Lemma 14 follows from Corollary 17 and Claim 18. J
3.3 Proof of Theorem 9
Proof of Theorem 9. Let β = min{ 14 ,
1−3α
3 } and l = βn− 1. Consider the minimal 1-NBP
for the Tseitin formula TSG,c.





paths of length l from the source that end
in a labeled node that correspond to different partial substitutions. By Lemma 14 for every






that correspond to paths from the source to v.
Hence there are at least 2
l
d ( 1α+β− 21−α ) labeled nodes on the distance l from the source.
The latter is 2Ω(n) since β < 1−3α2 . J
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3.4 Tseitin formula for complete graph
I Corollary 19. Let TSKn,c be a satisfiable Tseitin formula, where Kn is a complete graph
on n vertices. Then the size of every 1-NBP for TSKn,c is 2Ω(n).
Proof. Consider a 1-NBP D that evaluates the formula TSKn,c. Consider a graph G on n
vertices that is an algebraic (n, d, α)-expander with α < 13 (note that G may have multiple
edges). Consider a partial substitution ρ that assigns 0 for every edge that is in Kn but is
not in G. Let D′ be a 1-NBP that represents the result of the application of ρ to D. It is
straightforward that the size of D′ is at most the size of D. D′ evaluates satisfiable Tseitin
formula TSG′,c, where G′ is a graph that differs from G only by the fact that G may contain
multiple edges (G′ does not contain multiple edges). I.e., between every two vertices in
the graph G′ there is an edge if and only if there is at least one edge between these two
vertices in G. Now we show how to obtain the diagram for TSG,c from the diagram D′. Let
graph G contain k edges between vertices u and v: e1, e2, . . . , ek. Note that k ≤ d. It is
well known that there exists a read-once deterministic branching program that evaluates
xe1 + xe2 + · · ·+ xek of size k + 2. Let us denote this branching program by R. We put the
source of R in the nodes labeled with variable xu,v; the sink labeled with 0 in R should be
identified with the end of the edge that correspond to the decision xu,v = 0. And similarly
we do with the sink labeled with 1. We do such substitutions for every pair of vertices that
has multiple edges. The resulting program will be read-once because the original diagram
was read-once. The size of the resulting program is at most d times greater than the size of
the original branching program. By Theorem 9 the size of the resulting program is 2Ω(n)
hence the size of D is 2Ω(n). J
3.5 Lower bound for arbitrary graphs
Let for connected graph G(V,E) the value kG(l) denote the maximal number of connected
components that can be obtained from G by deleting of l edges.
Lemma 10 and Corollary 17 imply:
I Corollary 20. For all connected graphs G(V,E) and arbitrary 1 ≤ l ≤ |E| the size of any
1-NBP evaluating a satisfiable Tseitin formula TSG,c is at least 2|V |−kG(l)−kG(|E|−l)+1.
Proof. Consider the minimal 1-NBP for the Tseitin formula TSG,c.
By Lemma 10 there exist at least 2l−kG(l)+1 paths of length l from the source that end in
a labeled node that correspond to different partial substitutions. By Corollary 17 for every
labeled node v on the level l there are at most 2l−|V |+kG(|E|−l) different partial substitutions
that correspond to paths from the source to v.
Hence there are at least 2|V |−kG(l)−kG(|E|−l)+1 labeled nodes on the distance l from the
source. J
In the proof of Theorem 9 we actually show that for (n, d, α)-expander with α < 13
kG(l) − kG(|E| − l) < (1 − ε)n for some l and some constant ε > 0. It implies that
Theorem 9 also holds for graphs that differ from (n, d, α) expander by at most εn/4 edges
since modification of εn/4 edges changes kG(l) + kG(|E| − l) by at most εn/2.
It was proved in the paper [9] that for all connected graphs G(V,E) and arbitrary
1 ≤ l ≤ |E| the size of OBDD evaluating a satisfiable Tseitin formula TSG,c is at least
2|V |−k′G(l), where k′G(l) is the maximum over all sets E′ ⊆ E of size l of the total number
of connected components in graphs G′ and G′′, where G′ is a graph with vertices V and
edges E′, G′′ is a graph with vertices V and edges E \ E′. It is straightforward that
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kG(l) + kG(|E| − l) ≥ k′G(l). Thus theoretically the lower bound on the size of OBDD from
[9] may be slightly stronger then the lower bound from Corollary 20 for some specific graphs.
4 Futher research
Jukna [10] defined the notion of semantic nondeterministic read-k branching programs that
have weaker requirement about occurrences of variables. Namely on every consistent path
from the source to a sink labeled with 1 every variable should be tested in at most k times.
Jukna showed that semantic nondeterministic read-once branching programs are strictly
stronger than syntactic ones and formulated an open question to prove superpolynomial
lower bound on the size of semantic 1-NBP. Currently such lower bounds are known only
for explicit functions from Dn → {0, 1} with non-binary domains D of size at least 3 [6, 11].
Perhaps a satisfiable Tseitin formula is a good candidate for the binary case.
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